MEDIA.X – PLAYOUT AUTOMATION

Media.X is one of the most versatile and user friendly Playout Automation System available in the market today.
It is full scale transmission automation software, designed to automate the acquisition as well as playout of
programs, commercials and trailers in a TV station.

This is a complete automation system offering a reliable and scalable solution boasting of features including with
fully automated channel ingest process, frame accurate playout. Media.X imports the daily playlist from the
traffic system, allows manual playlist preparation, as well as last minute changes, control all devices needed for
airing process and generate the as-run log which is given back to the traffic system.

Its modular conception makes it perfect for small local stations with a low number of on-air hours as well as for
big nation-wide stations with non-stop airing multiple channels.
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The automation is one of the few solutions in the market which can run on traditional broadcast platform as
well as on bare metal IT hardware and cloud platforms

Users have both the option of on-premise application as well as remotely through the web. This is a per user
license and is calculated on the number of simultaneous users [MX-L: USER].

MODULES
-

DATABASE (MX-M: D-BASE)
Media.X supports a wide variety of databases including but not limited to MY-SQL and MSSQL. True redundancy is achieved by main and backup databases. With Planetcast’s MAM
(MAM.C), seamlessly integration is achieved by having a common database

-

TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT (MX-M: TRAFFIC)
This module communicates with traffic bridges to ensure import playlists and export as-run
logs

-

QUALITY MANAGEMENT (MX-M: QUALITY)
Media.X’s users are able to preview and give comment on the result. This information is stored
and is also accessible to integrated MAM systems. Media.X also displays results on the MCR
playlist for quick access to MCR operators

-

METADATA MANAGEMENT (MX-M: METADATA)
This enables automatic pick up of technical meta-data like file duration, resolution etc. Other
metadata like short description etc. can be manually fed or imported from external sources.

-

VIDEO MODULE (MX-M: VID)
This module allows real time video adjustments on the fly during playout. These include
o Up Down Conversion
o Aspect Ration Conversion - Pillar/Anamorphic/zoom/Centre-cut/Letterbox (Global Rule With
option of individual item over ride or playlist driven)
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-

DEVICE CONTROL (MX-L: DEVICE)
Media.X has the ability to control a large number of 3rd party devices through various
communication mediums like IP, RS-422, RS-232. These 3rd party devices include VTRs, routers,
switchers, multi-viewers, channel branding solutions etc.

-

MARKERS
SCTE (MX-M: SCTE104/ MX-M: SCTE35): Media.X supports both SCTE-104 and SCTE-35. It also
has the capability of inserting SCTE markers when 3rd part compression systems are used. Both
scheduled and instantaneous SCTE are supported.
CUE-Tones (MX-M: CUE): Cue tones are also supported

-

GRAPHICS (MX-M: GFX)
Media.X has a highly versatile and dynamic graphics module. Some of the capability are logos,
astons, tickers, PIP, L band, Squeeze and tease, back-in and much more. Multiple layers are
also supported. Secondary event values can be dynamically picked up from playlist, 3 rd party
databases, XML files etc.
Apart from scheduled triggering, operators can instantaneously fire secondary events
manually as per requirement.
This also has a template designer which is license based on per terminal basis [MX-L:GFX-DZN]

-

SUBTITLING (MX-M: SUBS)
This module enables subtitling feature.

-

TIME LINE (MX-M: TIME-LN)
Media.X also provides a horizontal timeline view, which allows operator to control multiple
channels with ease.

-

COMPLIANCE (MX-M: COMPLIANCE)
This module provide information in real time regarding the programme, promo and
commercial durations every hour on the playlist and provides visual alarms on deviations.
Examples include 10+2, UK Ofcom etc.

-

AUDIO ENHANCEMENT MODULE (MX-M: AUD)
o Audio Levelling: This enable audio levelling on PCM tracks. Dolby E tracks are bypassed.
o Audio Shuffling: This module allows the shuffling, copy, drop etc. of tracks based on predefined rules. Rules can include constant shuffling or based on file names. Example includes
dynamically coping single audio track to multiple tracks of commercials in a multi-audio
channel.

-

LIVE INSERTION (MX-M: LIVE)
This module allows the insertion of live feeds.

-

A/B SWITCH (MX-M: SWH)
This module allows the switching between live and playout feeds as well as between multiple
live feeds. Transitions are also supported by this module.

-

SECURITY & LOG RECORDS (MX-M: SEC-LOG)
All users and operators need to login through their user name and passwords. This module
keeps a track of each user, their login and activities.
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CONTACT US AT
PLANETCAST
CORPORATE OFFICE: C-34, SECTOR 62, NOIDA - 201 307, UP
TEL: 91-120-2402301 / 2400780, FAX: 91-120 – 2400474
EMAIL: sales@planetc.net :: WEBSITE: www.planetc.net
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